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Upcoming Federal Regulatory Compliance Deadlines  
 

1. FMCSA Driver Drug and Alcohol Clearinghouse Online Database Registration  
January 6, 2020 
Click here for more information. 

 
2. OSHA Illness and Injury       

February 1, 2020 
 Click here for more information.  
 

3. EPCRA Tier II Reports for Bulk Plants and Gas Stations Due   
March 1, 2020 

 Click here for more information.  
 
Got Questions?  Contact Mark S. Morgan, PMAA Regulatory Counsel at mmorgan@pmaa.org 
 
Senate Minority Leader Calls for Massive EV Expansion  
 
In a New York Times op-ed this week, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) said that if 
the Democrats win the Presidency and the Senate in 2020, he will introduce a $400 billion cash-
for-clunkers style program to end the existence of the internal combustion engine (ICE) and 
switch to an all-electric future.   
 
Vouchers would start at $3,000 to trade in HCEs for EVs, plug-in hybrids and hydrogen fuel cell 
vehicles.  Lower income households could expect a larger trade-in amount.  He also said that 
the legislation would spend $45 billion in new grants to encourage the use of EV charging 
infrastructure and $17 billion to transform the U.S. manufacturing sector to produce EVs.  By 
2040, all ICEs would be off the road. The total cost would be $454 billion over ten years, 
according to his office.   
 
RFS Revamp Legislation Introduced  
 
This week, House Energy and Commerce Committee members John Shimkus (R-IL) and Rep. Bill 
Flores (R-TX) introduced the “21st Century Transportation Fuels Act,” which aims to revamp the 
Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) by moving towards a fuel performance standard to reduce 
emissions and preserve the liquid fuels industry. The bill is essentially identical to the draft 
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legislation introduced last year which would nix the 15-billion-gallon corn ethanol mandate in 
2022 and transition to a national octane standard. In other words, the legislation would swap 
out a government mandate for a performance standard that autos, refiners and petroleum 
marketers would need to meet. The legislation is highly unlikely to become law this Congress, 
but it could set the stage for an RFS revamp in the next Congress. Both Representatives Flores 
and Shimkus announced that they are not running for reelection in 2020.  
 
The legislation aims to encourage the production of high compression engines (HCEs) 
warrantied up to E20 and refiners to produce higher octane fuels known as 95 research octane 
number (RON) that would be compatible with HCEs. 95 RON is similar to today’s premium fuel 
that would lower emissions and preserve the liquid fuels distribution network. Although PMAA 
is concerned that implementing a higher-octane fuel may be used as an excuse to mandate E15 
or higher ethanol blends, moving towards a performance standard versus a government-
imposed mandate may have its benefits by maintaining the liquid fuels marketplace.  Given 
ethanol’s octane boost, E10 would likely be used to meet the 95 RON standard. 
 
PMAA applauds Reps. Shimkus and Flores’ work on trying to find common ground between the 
corn, refining and marketing interests. While this legislation may be a mixed bag for petroleum 
marketers, keep in mind that current law puts the responsibility of the RFS in the hands of the 
EPA to set yearly RVOs following 2022. Therefore, this bill is the first step that serves as a 
blueprint for future legislation where all parties must give something up to preserve the liquid 
fuels industry. PMAA will continue to monitor the issue. 
 
House Holds Hearing on the Prospects of Decarbonizing Transportation in the U.S. 
 
On Wednesday, the House Energy and Commerce Committee Subcommittee on Environment 
and Climate Change held a hearing entitled “Building a 100 Percent Clean Economy: Solutions 
for Planes, Trains and Everything Beyond Automobiles.” According to committee Chairman 
Frank Pallone (D-NJ), the point of the hearing was to examine the challenges and opportunities 
with decarbonizing the U.S. transportation sector, and more specifically the decarbonization of 
heavy-duty trucks, buses, ships, aircraft, and rail.  
 
Witnesses included: Jeremy Baines (President, Neste US. Inc.); Emily Wimberger (Climate 
Economist, Rhodium Group); Wayne Eckerle (Vice President of Research and Technology, 
Cummins, Inc.); Adrian Martinez (Staff Attorney, Earthjustice); Fred Felleman (Commissioner, 
Port of Seattle and the Northwest Seaport Alliance); Timothy A. Blubaugh (Executive Vice 
President, Truck & Engine Manufacturers Association) and J.P. Fjeld-Hansen (Managing Director 
and Vice President, Musket Corporation, on behalf of the National Association of Truckstop 
Operators.) 
 
In his opening testimony, Jeremy Baines discussed the future need for liquid fuels among 
heavy-duty trucks, buses, ships, aircrafts and rail to electric vehicles and other zero emission 
technologies. He stated, “medium- and heavy-duty transport, aviation, maritime and freight rail 
will continue to rely on a significant percentage of liquid fuels… the U.S. Energy 



Information Agency (EIA) projects that domestic diesel use will remain relatively constant and 
jet fuel use will grow significantly” in the coming years. He also discussed the significant 
challenges related to the electrification of these modes of transportation, including “battery 
size, weight, volume, range and charging duration.” 
 
Timothy Blubaugh also discussed challenges with converting heavy duty trucks to 
electrification, saying that “converting a commercial fleet to battery-electric technology is 
nothing like convincing a consumer to purchase a zero-emission passenger car. Attractive 
styling or effective marketing will not persuade trucking fleet’s business managers (who are 
forced to operate on razor thin profit margins) that battery-electric trucks make financial sense. 
 
J.P. Fjeld-Hansen, who spoke on behalf of the National Association of Truckstop Operators 
(NATSO), highlighted the unlevel playing field between fuel retailers and public utility 
companies. He stated, “Utility companies have for several years aggressively sought to enter 
the EV charging business. These utilities have successfully convinced public utility commissions 
(“PUCs”) across the country to allow them to utilize ratepayer dollars to underwrite their 
investment in EV charging. Where this occurs, the utilities can compete with NATSO’s 
members for EV consumers without putting a single dollar at risk. For this reason, many 
fuel retailers that may otherwise explore investing in EV charging infrastructure do not 
bother to do so.”  
 
PMAA shares the same concern as NATSO regarding the utility companies using their rate base 
to pay for EV infrastructure expansion. We believe this allows utilities an unfair competitive 
advantage over marketers and others who must economically justify at risk investments in new 
equipment such as EV charging stations. Further, the individuals who get the short end of the 
stick are the poor and middle class who are subsidizing the utilities ability to generate income 
from EV charging stations without at risk investment and the wealthy’s ability to buy more EVs. 
 
House Committee Advances Bill That Would Increase E-Cigarette Taxes  
 
On Wednesday, the House Ways and Means Committee approved H.R. 4742, the “Protecting 
American Lungs Act,” by a vote of 24-15. The vote was largely divided along party lines, 
although two Republicans voted for the bill, while one Democrat voted against it. Many 
Republicans opposed the bill because they claimed the bill was rushed through the committee 
without going through normal procedures such as holding hearings on the legislation.  
 
The bill, sponsored by Reps. Suozzi (D-NY) and King (R-NY), would place a federal excise tax on 
e-cigarettes and vaping products equal to the amount of federal taxes on traditional cigarettes 
at $1.01 per pack. The updated bill takes a more moderate approach than what Reps. Suozzi 
and King originally proposed, which would have taxed e-cigarettes and traditional cigarettes at 
around $3 per pack and would have raised taxes on other tobacco products as well. In a 
statement, Rep. Suozzi said, “Increasing the cost of vaping will have a direct correlation to 
decreasing the usage of vaping products.” In fact, the excise tax on e-cigarettes will be 
significant. According to the congressional Joint Committee on Taxation, the bill is expected to 



raise nearly $10 billion over the next decade. Additionally, the committee expects demand for 
e-cigarettes and vapor products to decrease by 22% over the coming years. 
 
The bill now moves to the full House for a vote. It is unclear if the bill will be attached to other 
vaping-related bills or if it will be voted on as standalone legislation. The bill, however, faces an 
uphill battle in the Senate. According to the communications director for Senate Finance 
Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA), the committee does not currently have plans to 
hold a markup on any vaping tax bills. Furthermore, a large number of Senate conservatives do 
not support a tax increase on e-cigarettes and vaping products.  
 
PMAA will continue to monitor this legislation as well as other legislation involving e-cigarettes. 
 
PMAA Opposes New Efforts to Mandate Reporting and Impose Privacy Violations 
 
On Tuesday, the House of Representatives passed H.R. 2513, the “Corporate Transparency Act 
of 2019” (CTA), bipartisan legislation introduced by Congresswoman Maloney (D-NY), Chair of 
the Finance Subcommittee on Investor Protection, Entrepreneurship, and Capital Markets, and 
Congressman King (R-NY). It was passed by a vote of 249-173.  Prior to the vote, PMAA joined 
the NFIB Coalition of Associations that are opposed to H.R. 2513 in a letter of opposition to all 
House lawmakers. 
 
On May 11, 2018, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network’s (FinCEN) Customer Due 
Diligence (CDD) rule became applicable, requiring financial institutions to collect the “beneficial 
ownership” information of business customers when they open accounts. 
 
Last week, we reported on PMAA and the Coalition’s opposition to the True Incorporation 
Transparency for Law Enforcement (TITLE) Act which is similar to the CTA. Both bills were 
created to shift the reporting requirements from large banks – those best equipped to handle 
reporting requirements – to millions of small businesses – those least equipped to handle 
reporting requirements.  
 
Under the CTA, the reporting requirements would be duplicative and burdensome. Millions of 
small businesses would be required to register personally identifiable information with FinCEN 
upon incorporation and file annual reports with FinCEN for the life of the business. Failure to 
comply with these reporting requirements would be a federal crime with civil penalties up to 
$10,000, criminal penalties up to 3 years in prison, or both. Furthermore, the bill would impose 
a $5.7 billion regulatory burden on small businesses with 131.7 million new paperwork hours 
over 10 years.  
 
The TITLE Act has two critical differences from the CTA.  It would allow Congressional Chairman 
and Subcommittee Chairman the ability to access the information being filed (small business 
owners private beneficial ownership information) via a Congressional subpoena, and it would 
allow states to publicly post any and all of the information if they choose to do so. 
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Even though the bill passed, Republican opposition has grown significantly, from 40 percent 
Republicans supporting the Committee passed bill earlier this year, and only 13 percent of 
Republicans supporting the bill during the full House vote. That is a big win for the 
coalition. This sends a clear message to the Senate that this bill and this concept is not 
inevitable, and there is real, serious opposition from the business community and others. 
 
Please Continue to Urge Congress to Extend the Biodiesel Blender’s Tax Credit  
 
Please continue to remind your members of Congress to extend the $1 per gallon biodiesel 
blender’s tax credit.  
 
Since 2005, there has been a $1 per gallon biodiesel and renewable diesel blenders' tax credit 
which was created to stimulate production and consumption of biodiesel and renewable diesel. 
The biodiesel blender's credit has worked successfully to build a strong incentive for 
downstream fuel marketers to blend renewable fuel into the fuel supply which has lowered 
prices for motorists and heating fuels for consumers. As a result, the U.S. biodiesel and 
renewable diesel market has grown from roughly 100 million gallons in 2005 to nearly 2.6 
billion gallons in 2017.  
 
Unfortunately, the tax credit expired on December 31, 2017 and has been in limbo since. 
Congress must act before the end of this year to retroactively extend the credit for calendar 
year 2018 and through at least 2019. There is a chance that Congress will tack on a biodiesel tax 
credit extension to an end of the year funding bill so please reach out to your lawmakers. 
 
Click here to urge your members of Congress to renew the $1 per gallon biodiesel blender’s tax 
credit.  
 
PMAA Corporate Platinum Partner Spotlight Featuring: Renewable Energy Group, Inc. 
Testing, Testing, 1, 2, FREE 
 
How much biodiesel is already in the blended fuel your company sells? What’s its cloud point? 
What about its cold flow filter plugging point?  

In addition to following the tips in the article above, Bioheat® fuel sellers need to know the 
answers to all of these questions in order to make smart storage, delivery and service decisions. 
This is especially true in heating season, because when temperatures plummet, time is of the 
essence. That’s why it pays to work with a biofuel supplier that has an in-house testing 
laboratory capable of providing the answers you need when you need them. 

The REG Technical Services team supports customers and non-customers alike, but our 
laboratory testing services are available free to our blending partners. Technical services we 
provide include: 
 

https://www.pmaa.org/advocacy/advocacy/#/26


• Cold Soak Filtration, Cold Soak Filter Blocking Tendency, Cold Filter Plugging Point (CFPP) 
and Cloud Point testing to determine cold weather properties 
 

• Testing for most of the ASTM biodiesel, renewable diesel and petroleum diesel 
parameters 
 

• Fuel sample testing as well as filter analysis and other non-fuel sample tests 
 

• Technical advice on storing, handling and blending fuels 
 

• Technical guidance on fuel properties customers should consider for their specific 
operations 
 

Free, accurate testing by a qualified team of laboratory technicians, chemists, and engineers: 
just one more reason heating oil and diesel fuel dealers choose REG for their biodiesel blending 
partner. 
 
Click here to read more about REG Technical Services. Please visit or contact REG at 
515.239.8104.  Renewable Energy Group is a PMAA Corporate Platinum Partner. 
 
Have You Considered Marketing Your Product or Service in PMAA Online Buyers' Guide? 

The Petroleum Marketers Association of America ("PMAA") exclusive PMAA Buyers’ Guide 
(the "Guide") — the premier resource of relevant products and services for petroleum 
professionals — is available at the PMAA website. 

PMAA partnered with Overland Park, Kansas-based Strategic Value Media, a leading 
nationwide provider of print and digital media solutions for national, state and local trade 
and membership associations, to produce the Guide. PMAA is proud to provide its members 
with this useful and easily accessible year-round resource. 

"This comprehensive Guide offers access to a vast network of industry suppliers," said Rob 
Underwood, President of PMAA. "We are very pleased with the fine work SVM has done 
with this Guide, which will now greatly assist industry professionals in making educated 
purchasing decisions throughout the year. The response to this Guide by the industry has 
been nothing short of outstanding." 

The 2019 version of the Guide features updated and expanded company and product 
listings, in addition to other valuable information relating to the petroleum industry. The 
Guide provides PMAA members and other industry professionals with an efficient way to 
browse for goods and services. The Guide also offers petroleum suppliers and companies 
exceptional visibility by showcasing their products and services to a targeted, industry-
specific buyer group. 
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If your company or business has not yet taken advantage of this exceptional opportunity to 
highlight your products and services in the Guide, it is not too late! To learn more about 
advertising your products or services in this exclusive Guide, please email. 

mailto:pmaa-advertise@svmmedia.com

